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Abstract

RegIOnalChmate Model (RegCM3) developed by ICTP, Trieste, Italy is used for simulation

of diiTcrentmeteorological parameters including net ab,orbed solar energy i1ux, net infrared

energy i1ux, sensible heat, evaporation to define Surface heat budge! (SHB) over South Asian

donlain meluding Bangladesh. The model domain is selected to cover the South Asia region

(65~E-l17'E, 5"N-35"N) on a rotated mercator projection (ROTMER) at a 60 km horizontal

resolution and 16 sigma levels in the vertical. The centre of the domain is 20"N, 90'E. Daily

6-hour interval Lateral Boundary Conditions (LI3Cs) data from NCEP is uscd as thc input to

1ll:J Ret;CM model in different options which are i) Grell scheme with Arakawa-Schubert

(GAS) assumptions for the year 1995.2000 (6-year), ii) Grell scheme with Fritch-Chappell

(GFC) assumptions for 1983, 1996, iii) Bctts~Mil1erSchcme with Fritch-Chappell (BFC) for

1983. iv).MlT-Emanuel scheme with Fritch-Chappell (EFC) for 1983 and v) Kuo Scheme

with Fritch-Chappell (KFC) assumptions lor 1983. It is important to do some validation of

the RegCM -model outputs to adopt the RegCM for thIS region. Due to the lack of surface

observational data of SHB over this regIOn,the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMVlF) data at .0.50 x 0.5" lat !long (-55 km) horizontal grid resolution is used to

calibrate RegCM output. Comparison behveen model and ECM\VF data for SHB has been

made in 7 selected \\.jndows over South Asian region and at the central points of these

selected windows for monthly and 6-hourly, respectively. For the year 1995 tlle fom

rnrameters such as net absorbed solar energy flux, net infrared energy i1ux, sensible heat.

latcnt hcat of SHB arc analyscd for the selected domains.

The v~riations of SHB along latitude and longitude have been observed using RegCM model

and ECMW1' data for the Pre_monsoon (March-May), Monsoon (June-September) and Post-

I



monsoon (Octobcr-November) periods. The same is also performed for July and December.

Different schemes data ofRegCM model are used for sensitivity test in the year 1983.

In general model underestimates SHB from March to May and overestimates from June to

September. Over ocean the value of SHB is high from March to September and low from

November to December. On the other hand. over land the same condition is occurred except

low in magnihlde. SHB at different latitudes along longitudes (70'E-94"E) is high over ocean

and low Ol'er land during summer and opposite condition is observed in winter. TIle

difference of SHB between RegCM and ECM\\'F data are also more over ocean compared to

over land. For SHB the role oflatent heat is important for water surface and sensible heat for

land surface. According to tbc diurnal variation of SHB for both RegCM and ECMWF data it

has bcen observed that thc peak honr is at l2LST (local standard time) for GAS. Samc phase

is observed for both data at 00, 12 and lSLST. Some discrepancy is seen at 06LST. The BFC

option is found better for ilie calculation of SHB for monsoon season in 1983. However,

more research work is necessary on SHB using different schemes ofRegCM model for more

years and thc other parameters of SHB.
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CHAPTER I: 11'IiRODUCflON

1.llntrodllcrion

The hat budget describes what happens 10 the sun's llIdiation (heat, light) reccived by the

Emth. The balance betWCCIIthe energy received and energy lost maintains the Earth's

constant 1I\'CIlIgctcmpemllln:.

Energy from the sun drives the circulation orthc atmosphere and ocean: winds, oeelIII surface

ClII'TttIlS.and thermohnline eirculiltion. Sun's energy and the response of the IItmosphere and

land drive the Earth's wetlther and climate.

/'--'", EARTH'S ENERGY BUDGET
, • '.~n""" •••"" ."' ••••.,.... "d••'co•.••'''_
"'- :/ ••••_~ """...... _to', "'".<~~.;.:.,\I"::?~,!"._..~.._. ~. ~,\~,;. I " drod._

'\00'1, "., •••••••••••.•~_-~~
••••••• t •• ...-~ , '''".- -...-:r'--'- -----'-----

•..•...
-' .~.

Fig. I; Transfen oCEnergy amons the Sun, Atmosphcn: IllldEarth', SUrfllCC(llllld lindOc;ean),A5 the.
diagrun IIbovcJh<n<'s,a ,-aricty of flleton condition the Earth', mdiation budgct.

Trlln~rtn of tncrJtr: :

Radiation (soillf energy - shorter wlI,'elengths; lerrestrial emi~ons -longer Wll.velengths)

Non",dl.II\'c procc:nn: convection, advection, conduction, Inlent helll.

Shorh\'II\'C: incoming (insoilltion); outgoing (reflccted insolation)

1.ong\\'II\'e: outgoing (terrestrial rnditltion); incoming (longwave energy reflected and emitted

by atmospheric components)

• ""



Earth's energy (radiation) balance: inputs, outputs

Earth's radiation balance (note: %'s vary according to different estimates) of incoming solar

radiation, about 30% is reflected (by gase, in Atmosphere 6%, water vapor 20%, and the

surface 4%) back to space as shomvave radiation and 70% leaves as longer wave radiation

(heat) of incoming solar radiation, 19% is absorbed by atmospheric gases, dust and clouds of

incoming solar radiation, 51% is absorbed by the Earth's surface Globally, the Earth's

temperature stays the same when inputs'" outpuls; it changes if one (or more of the

components arc changed)

The net radiation budget differs by latitude and season because of the amount of insulation

which is affected by angle of incoming solar rays (direct V';, obhque rays) and proximity of

the sub solar point (axial tilt, parallelism, sphericity, revolution, rotation), The

mmsformations of energy in the Earth system occur through atmosphere to hydrosphere and

hthosphere and back again through the atmosphere. The Earth is in equilibrium with its

surroundings, which means that (he budget has to balance: energy going into the system must

equal the amount exiting it. All life on Earth ultimately depends on that energy, even though

the Earth receives only a very small percentage of the Sun's total energy output. Many

interactions dnve the exchange of heat between the atmosphere and the Earth's surface

features. One factor is that different surface features will have different abilities to absorb,

reflect, and radiate energy. Earth's reflectivity or albedo accounts for around 30% of the

energy that approaches the top of Earth's atmosphere. Another factor, that single-handedly

accounts for almost a quarter of the energy that enters the Earth system is due to the latent

heat of water's transformation in the troposphere. Wind is a fuetor that fLlrthertunes the

engine of the Earth's atmosphere and conditions the flow of energy through it.

5



The global surface heat budget is made lip of the simultaneous interactions of local swfaee

heat budgets. Usually, the single most important factor that conditions a local energy budget

is latitude, because thi, si~gle factor limits the maximLlmand mimmurn amount of solar

energy available to that location. The TC'mltingvariation in temperature from the Equator to

the poles affects the pattems of heating and cooling around the Earth. These patterns drive

atmosphenc winds, ocean currents, and their mteraetions with weather and climate. It is

Important to keep track of the Earth's mdiation budget becallse the production of greenhouse

gases seems to he affecting the natural balance. This creates concerns about rising sea levels,

changing precipitation patterns, and an array of other possible effeet~. With the use of polar

orbitmg satellites, scientists hope to monitor changes in tropospheric and stratospheric

temperatllres to look for ways in which we arc altering the Eurth's radiution balance.

Therefore, the impact of the radiative properties on the Earth's surface may play an important

role on the Earth's radiation balance.

The research work on surface heat budget over South Asia whieh is in subtropical zone will

be helpful In Llnderst3ndingthe radiative imp3cts on the development meeh3nism of tropical

convections. The 7 topographical regions are chosen to do these activity represent 7 distinctly

different terrains. Each region ha<;a predominant feature: land, coastal area, sea, Deep Ocean

or desert. Each has a unique albedo (reneetance), absorbance ability and heat capacity. These

factors, among others, determine how the Earth's surface interacts with the input of solar

radiation. lising the predicted range of surface heat budget O\.er land and ocean, the

indication of the development of precipitation systems may be predicted. The lead-time

information about the development of precipitation systems may useful to formulate future

planning for agriculture, water management, health, infrastructure and ,0 on. Due to the lack

of observatIOnaldata, RegCM3 model datu and ECMWF data ure used for measuring surface

,
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heat budget over SOllthAsia. In support of this analysis RegCMJ model is installed in the

Atmo~pherk laboratoI)' of the Department ofPhysk" DUET,

1.2 Geographical Description and Climate of So 11thAsia:

The highe,t mountains in the world, lush jungles and the tenth-largest des~rt on Earth, deep

river valleys and high mountain plateaus, all of these features and many others decorate the

countries that make up South Asia. It boasts one of the most diverse assortments of

geographic features of any region on Earth. Contrasting with the low, flat desert are the

glorious Himalayas, the highest mountain range in the world. These mountains are so high

that they cause some of the worst storms on Earth: monsoons. Monsoons wreak terrible

havoc, but without them South Asia would be dry and almost umnhabitable.

South Asia comprises the countties of India, Pakistan, Bangladesh. Nepal, and Bhutan, as

well as tbe island nations of Sri Lanka and the Maldives, About 1.73 million square miles

make up South Asia.

India IS, by area, the seventh largest country in the world with the Indian mainland covering

an area of3,287,782 sq.km, From north to south, the country measure, 3,214 km and from

east to west 2,933 kill. India's land fj-ontkrs are approximatdy 15,200 km long and its

coastline is about 6,100 lan. India's puzzle board of 26 states holds virtually every kind of

landscape imaginable.

7
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j\-orth India is ,the tountry's lorgest region. Jt begins with the

panMndle of JaJ.I1rnunnd .Ka~miT, a d~ic ~ with terrnin varying from arid mounuins

in the far north to the lake country and forests neaTSringar and Jnmmu. The mounlllin region,

which strrtehes along almost the entire northemmO'Slpart of the country, comprises three

oImost parllllel I'Mges e:tU:nding over a dirumce of lIJ'Ound2,400 1=. In these mountain

ranges ore found some of the highest peaks in the world. Falling south nlong the Indus river

volley, (the river VfIlleysof the Indus, Ganga and Brnmhnputra merge to form the Indo-

GllIIgetic Ploin, which extends across Northern India for llboul 2,400 km, with 0 width

•



varying from 260 to 350 km. This almost flat plain is amongst the most densely populated

areas on earth, The desert region of India comprises the 'great desert' and the 'little desert'.)

the North becomes flatter and more hospitable, widening into the fe11ileplains of Punjab to

the we.,t and the Himalnyan foothills ofUttnr Pradesh and the Ganges river valley to the East.

Cramped between these two states is the capital city, Delhi. The southwestern extremity of

the North is the large state of Rajaslan, whose principal features are the Thar Desert and the

stunning "pink city" of Jaipur. To the southeast is southern Uttar Pradesh and Agra, horne of

the fnmous Taj Mahal.

West India contains the states of Gujarat, Maharashtra, Goa, and part of the massive, central

state or Madhya Pradesh. The west coast extends from the Gujarat peninsula down to Goa,

and it is lined with some of India's best beaches. The land along the coast is typically lush,

with rainforests reaching south\vard from Bombay all the way to into Goa. A long mountain

chain, the \Vestern Ghats, separates the verdant coast from the Vindya mountains and the

dry Deccan plateau further inland.

Home of the Ganges river and the majority of Himalayan foothills, East India begins with

the states of Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Orissa, whieh comprise the westernmost part of the

region. East India al,o contains un area known us the eastern triangle, which is entirely

distinct. Thi, is the last gulp of land that extends beyond Bangladesh, culminating in the

Naga Hills along the Burmese border. A forested region east of Bungladesh boasts the town

of CHERRAPUNUJI, the second-wettest place on Earth. During the monsoon season, the

town can receive more than J,143 centimeters (450 inches) ofrdinfall.

India reaches it.'>peninsular tip with South India, which begins with the Deccan in the north

and ends with Cape Comorin, wherc Hindus believc that bathing in the v,'atcrs of the three

oceans will wash away their sins. The states in South India are Karnataka, A[J{l~ra Prade,;li,

9 __



Tamil Nadu, and Kerala, a fa\'orite leisure destination. The southeast coast, mirroring the

west, also rests snugly beneath a mountain range the Eastern Ghats.

Climate: Because of India's size, its climate depends not only on the time of year, but also

the locatIOn.India's climate is strongly influenced by the Himalayas and the Thm Desert. The

Himalayas, along with the Hindu Kush mountains in Pakistan, provide a barrier to !he cold

winds from Central Asia. This keeps most of the Indian subcontinent warmer than most

locations in similar latitude" The Thar Desert is respon,ible for attracting the moisture laden

southwest monsoon winds that provide most of India's rainfall between June and September.

The climate vanes as much as the scenery, with cold winters and hot summers in ilic north

and a mild climate in the south, moderated by the mfluenec of the ocean. The central parts

have extremely hot summers with temperatures rising to 45C (l13F), followed by yery cold

winters, often falling below freezing. There is very liUle rainfall ranging from less than 250

mm to more than 1.250 mm (9.8-49.2 inch), mostly brought by the unreliable south-westerly

monsoon wind, during the late summer.

In general, temperatures tend to be cooler in the north, especially between September and

Mmeh. The south is coolest between Noyember to January. In Iune, winds and wann surface

currents begin to move northwards and westwards, heading out of the Indian Ocean and into

the Arabian Gulf. This creates a phenomenon known as the south-west monsoon, and it

brings heavy rains to the west coast. Bet\veen October and December, a similar climatic

pattern called the north-cast monsoon appears in the Bay of Bengal, bringing rains to the east

coast. In addition to the two monsoons, there are two other seasons, spring and autumn.

Though the word "monsoon" often bnngs to mind Images of torrential floods and landslides,

[hemonsoon seasons are no.tbad time, to come to India. Though it rains nearly every day, the

downpour tends to come and go quickly, leaving behind a clean, glistening landscape.



Bangladesh is located in the low-lying Gange,-Brnhmaputra River Delta or Ganges Dclta.

This delta is formed by the confluence of the Ganges (local name Padma or P6dda),

Brahmaputra (Jamnna or Jomuna), and Meghna riveru and their respective tribmaries. The

alluvial soil deposited by these rivers has created some of the most highly fertile plains oftbc

world.

Most parts of Bangladesh are within 10 metres above the sea le~c1, and it is believed that

about 10% oftbe land would be flooded if the sea level were to rise by 1 metre. The ilighest

point in Bangladesh is in Mowdok range at 1,052m (3,451 ft) in the Chittagong Hill Tracts to

the southeast or tile eOLintry.Cox's Bazar, south of the city of Chittagong, has a beach that

stretches umntcrrupted over 120 kilometres (75 miles); it is one of the longest unbmken

natural sea beaches or the world. A major part of the coastline eompriscs a marshy Jungle, the

Sundarbans, one of the largest mangrove forests in the world and home to diverse flora and

fauna, including the Royal Bengal Tiger.

Climate: Straddling the Tropi~ of Cancer, Bangladeshl climate is tropical with a mild winter

from October to March, a hot, humid snmmer from March to June. A warn1 and humid

monsoon season lasts from JLlne to October and supplies most of the country's rainfall.

Natural calamities, such as floods, tropical cyclones, tornadoes, and tidal bores occur almost

every year, combined with the etTects of deforestation, soil degradation and erosion. Tn

Banglade,h, the mean annual temperature is about 25C while the highest and lowest througll

thc year ranges between43C and 4C. The humidity is over 80% during the monsoon momhs

and abollt 58% in other months. Tile wind direction is mainly from },CW and SW during pre-

monsoon and monsoon periods and from SE and NE during post-monsoon and winter

periods. Annual rainfall is about 2200 mill. About 20%, 65%, 13% and 2% of the annll~1

rain falls during pre_monsoon, monsoon, po,t_monsoon and wmter pcnods resp~etivcly. -.



Pakistan covers 880,254 square kilometres (339,867 sq mi.), with its eastern regions located

on the Indian tectonic plate and the western and northern regions on the Iranian plateau and

Eurasiun landplate. Apart from the 1,046 kilometre (650 mil Arabian Seu coastline, Pakistan's

land borders total 6,774 kilomelres-2,430 kilometres (1,509 mi) with Afghanistan to the

northwest, 523kilomelres (325 mi) with China to the northeast, 2,912kilometres (1,809 mil

with India to the east ,md 909 kilometres (565 miles) with Iran to the south\vest.

Pakistan is a land of many spIcndours. The dirferent types of natural fcatures range from the

sandy beaches, lagoons, and mangrove swamps of the southern coast to preserved mOist

temperate forests and the icy peaks of the Himalaya, Karakoram and Hindu Kush mountains

in the north. There are an estimated 108 peaks above 7,000 metres (23,000 fl) high that arc

covered in snow and glaciers. Five of the mountains in Pakistan (including K2 and Nanga

Parbat) are over 8,000 metres (26,000 fl). Linking Indian-controlled Kashmir to the Northern

Areas of Pakistan and running the lenh>ihof the country is the Indus River with its muny

tributaries. To the west of the Indus are the dry, hilly deserts of Baloehistan; to the east arc

thc rolling sand dunes of the Thar Desert. Most areas of Punjab and parts of Sindh are fertile

plains where agriculture is of great importance. Thus, the variety of landscape divides

Pakistan into six major regions: the North High Mountainous Region, the Western Low

Mountainous Region, the Baloehistan Plateau, the Potohar Uplands, the Punjab and the Smdh

Plains.

Cllmate: Although the country is in the monsoon region, it is arid; except for the southern

slopes of the HimaIiyas and the sub-Mountainous tracts which have a rainfall from 76 to 127

em. Balochistan 1S the driest pari of the country with an average rainfall of 21 em. On the

southern ranges of the Himalayas, 127 em. of precipitation takes place, while under the Icc of

tbese mountains (GiJgit and Baltistan) rainfall is hardly 16 em. Rainfilll also occurs from

western cyclonic distrubances originating in the Mediterranean.



It is appreciable in the western mountains and the immediate fore lying area; here the rainfall

average ranges from 27 to 76 em. The eontribntion of these western disturbances to rainfall

over the plains is about 4 em. A large part of the precipitation in the northern mountain

system is m the form of snow which feeds the rivers. The four well-marked seasons in

Pakistan are:-

(i) Cold season (December to March).

(ii) Hot season (April to June).

(iii) Monsoon season (July to September).

(iv) Post-Monsoon season (October and November).

The cold season sets in by the middle of December. This period is characterized by fine

weather. bracing air-low humidity and large diurnal range of temperature. \\"inter

disturbances in this season accordingly cause fairly widespread rain. Average minimum and

maximum temperatures are 4C and !8C, though on occasions the mereury falls well below

freezing point. The winter sun is glonous_ The hot season is usually dry. Relative humidity in

May and June varies from 50 per cent in the morning to 25 per cent or less in the afternoon,

The temperature soars to 40C and beyond. The highest recorded temperature at Jaccobabad in

June is 53C. \Vhile the interior is blazing hot, the temperature along the sea Coast Ranges

between 25C to 35C, but the humidity persists around 70 to 80 per cent. The strength of the

south-west monsoon current increases from June to July; it then remains steady, and starts

Tetreatingtowards the end of August, though occasionally, it continues to be active even in

September when some of the highest floods of the Indus Basin have been recorded. In

October, the maximum temperature is of the order of 34C to 37C allover Pakistan, while the

nights are fairly cool with the minimum temperature around l6C. In the month of November,

both the maximum and the minimum temperatures fall by about 6C and the weather becomes

pleasant. October and November arc by far the driest months all over the plains of Pakistan.
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I\epal is of roughly rectangular shape, 650 km \vlde and 200 km broad, with an area of

147,181 km'. Nepal is commonly divided into three physiographic areas: the Mountain, Hill,

and Terai Regions. These ecological belts run eask .•.•.'est and are bisected by Nepal's major

river systems.

The Terai Plains bordering IndIa are part of the northern rim of the Indo-Gangetic plains.

They were formed and arc fed by three major rivers: the Kosi, the Narayani (India's Gandak

River), and the Kamali. This region has a hot, humid climate.

The Hill Regioll (Pahar in Nepali) abnts the mountains and varies from 1,000 to 4,000 metres

in altitude. Two low mountain ranges, the Mahabharat Lekh and Shi\valik Range (also called

the Chuna Range) dominate the region. The hilly bell includes the Kathmandn Valley, the

country's most fertile and urbanised area. Despite its geographical isolation and limited

economic potential, the region always has been the political and cultural centre of NepaL

unlike (he valleys, elevations above 2,500 m arc sparsely populated.

The Mountain Region contains the highest region in the world. The world's highest

mountain, Mount Everest (Sagarmatha in Nepali) at R,R50 m is located on the border with

Tibet. Eight of the world's ten highe<;tmountains arc located in Nepal. Kanchenjunga, the

world's third highest peak, is also located on its eastern border with Sikkim. Deforestation is a

major problem in all regions, with fCsultingerosion und degradation or ecosystems.

Climate; Nepal has five climatic zones, broadly corresponding to ultitude. The tropical and

subtropical zones lie below 1,200 m, the temperdte zone 1,200 to 2,400 m, the cold zone

2,400 to 3.600 m, the subarctic zone 3,600 to 4,400 m, and the urctic zone above 4,400 m.

I\'epal experiences five sensons: summer, mon<;oon,autumn, winter and spring. The Himalaya

blocks cold winds from Central Asia in winter, and forms the northern limit of the monsoon

wind patterns.
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The Kingdom of Bhutan is a landlocked South Asian nation situated between India and

Tibet People's Republic of China. The entire country is mountainous except for an 8-10 mile

(13-16 km) wide strip of subtropical plains in the extreme south whIch is intersected by

valleys Jrnown as the Duars. The e1c'l'ationgam from the subtropical plains to the glacier"

covered Himalayan heights exceeds 23.000 feet (7,000 m).

The northern region consists of an arc of glaciated mountain peaks with an extremely cold

climate at the highc,t elevations. Most peaks in the north are over 23,000 feet (7,000 m)

above sea level. The Black Monntains in central Bhutan form a watershed between two major

river systems: the Mo Chhu and the Drangme Chhu. The Black Mountains in central Bhutan

fonn a watershed between !\VO major ri~er systems: the Mo Chhu and the Drangme Chhu.

The Torsa, Raidak. Sanko,h, and Manas are the main rivers of Bhutan, flowing through this

region. Most of the population lives in the central highlands. In the south, the Shiwalik Hills

arc covered with dense, deciduous forests, alluvial lowland river val1eys,and mountains up to

~round4,900 feet (1,500 m) ahove sea level. The foothill, descend into the subtropical Duars

plain. Most of the Duars is located III India, although a 6-9 mile (10-15 km) wide strip

extends inlo Bhutan. The Bhutan Duars is divided into two parts: the northern and the

southern Duars. The northern Duars, which abuts the Himalayan foothills, has rugged,

sloping terrain and dry, porous soil with dense vegetation and abundant wildlife. The

southern Duars has moderately ferti1csoil, heavy savannah grass, dense, mixed jungle, and

freshwater springs. Mountain rivers, red by either the melting snow or the monsoon rains,

empty into the Brahmaputra river in India.

Climat€: The climate in Bhutan vanes with altitude, from subtropical in the soulh to

temperate in the highlands and polar-typ~ climate, with year-round snow, in the north. Bhutan

experiences five distind seasons: summer, monsoon, autumn, winter and spring. Western
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Bhutan has the heavier monsoon rains; southern Bhutan has hot hLimidsummers and cool

winters; central and eastern Bhutan is temperate and drier than the west with warm summers

and cool winters.

The island of Sri Lanka lies in the IndIan Ocean, southwest of the Bay of Bengal. It is

separated from the Indian subcontinent by the Gulf ofMannar and the Palk Strait.

The pear-shaped island consists mostly of flat-to-rolling coastal plaillS,with mountains rising

only in the south-central part. Amongst these are Sri Pada and the highest point

Pidurutalagala (also known as Mt Pedro), at 2,524 meters (8,281 i1:).The 334 krn (207 mile)

longMahawcli ganga (Mahaweli river), the longc'it river in Sri Lanka, along with other major

rivers and numerous reservoirs provide fresh water to the population.At its maximum, Sri

Lanka is 435km (235 miles) long (North to South) and 225km (140 miles) wide (East to

West).

The climate is tropical, characterized by monsoons: the northeast monsoon lasts from

December to March, thc sonthwest monsoon trom June to October. The lowest gravitational

field on Earth lies just off the coast of Sri Lanka.

Maldives is situated in the South West of Sri Lanka, on the equator, About 1190 islands (thc

achlal number varies as islands are continuously being washed away and new ones fonned)

are spread over 26 atolls, ring like coral formations enclosing a lagoon, which gives the

Maldives its unique paradise-like appearance. They stretch for about 820 km from N"orthto

South. 130km at the widest point and do not exceed a length of 4.5 miles or an altimde of 6

feet above sea level. aLIt of the incredibly large number of islands only 200 islands arc

inhabited, with 88 islands adaplcd as exclusive resort islands. The sea forms over 99 percent

of the MaldIves, Only 0.331 percent, 298 km2 (l15 square miles), ofi/> 298 km2 (34, 750

square miles) i5land.
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Climate: It has a tropical climate with \Vamltemperatures all year round and a great deal of

sunshine. The \vealher is determined largely by Ihe monsoons. Maldives has two distinct

seasons; dry season (northeast monsoon) and wet season (southwest monsoon). In these two

seasons the temperature varies hardly. Northeast monsoon extcnd~ from January to March.

Since Maldives consists of small isla~ds and are surrounded by sca~, hot days are often

tempered by cooling sea breezes and balmy evening temperatures. Throughout the year,

temperature remains almost same in the Maldives. However, daily temperature ranges from

around 3I degrees Celsius in daytime to 23 degrees Celsius in nighttime. The hottest month

on average is April and the coolest. December. The wet season- ~outhwcst monsoon runs

from mid-May to November. In this season Maldives experiences torrential rain. Central,

Southern and l\'orthem parts of the Maldives receive annual average rainfall of 1924.7mm,

2277.8mm, and 1786.4mm, respectively. May and October records the highest average

monthly min fall. The severe storms and eyelones are extremely rare events. Ho\vever the

country is affected whenever cyclones form in the Bay ofScngal or the Arabian Sea. 'Fam' or

ring-shaped reef structures form the atolls and these reefs provide natural defense against

wind and wave action, on these delicate islands.
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1.3 Objecth'es and scope of the preSe/lllfiork

RegCM3 will be adopted to calculate surface heal budget in South Asian region. The model

calculated surt:lce heat budget will be calibrated with 40-year re-analysis data of ECMWF

(European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting) called ERA-40 [6, 7]. The

variation of sur[,lce heat budget for monthly, intcr-seasonal, seasonal and yearly over land

and water, along latihlde-Iongitude differences, diurnal variation at the centre point of

different selected zones, will be obtained. The relationship between the variations of surface

heat budget and precipitation will be obtained. The parameters Net absorbed solar energy

flux, Net infrared energy flux, Sensible heat and latent heat will be used in calculation of

surface heat budget over South Asian region. Among these parameters which one is more

effective on surface heat budget will also be pointed out.

The outcome of the research will be helpful in understanding the radiativc impacts on thc

development mechanism of tropical convcetions, Using thc predicted range of surfaec heat

budget over land and ocean, the indication of thc development of precipitation systems may

be predicted. The lead-time infonnation about the development of precipitation systems may

useful to formulate future planning for agriculture, water management, health, infrastructure

and 50 on.
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CHAPTER 2: l{egCM MODEL Al\'D ECMWF DATA DESCRIPTlO!'\

2.] Introduction of RegCM Model

The idea that limited area models (LAMs) could be used for regional studies was originally

proposed by Dickinson et aI., (1989) and Giorgi, (l990b). This idea was based on the concept

of one way ne,ting, in which laq,'e scale meteorological fields from general circulation model

(GCM) runs provide iniliaI and time-dependent meteorological lateral bonndary conditions

(LBC) for high resolution regional climate model (RCY!) simulatioIls. with no feedback from

the RCM to the driving GCM.

Thc first generation NCAR RegCM ,I'as bnilt upon thc ~atlOnal Ccnter for Atmospheric

Research-Pennsylvania State University (NCAR-PSU) Mesoscale Model version MM4 in the

late 191\0s(Dickinson el a!., 1989; Giorgi, 1989). The dynamical component of the model

originated from that of the MM4, which ;s a compressible, finite difference model with

hydrostatic balance and vertical G_coordinates. Later the use of a split-explicit time

integration scheme was added along with an algorithm for reducing honzontal diffllsion in

the pre<;enceof steep topographical gradicnts (Glorgi ct a!., 1993a; Giorgi et aI., 1993b).As a

result the dynamical core of the RegCM is similar to that of the hydrostatic version of MM5

(Grell ct 0.1.,19940.).

For application of tbe MM4 to climate studies, a number of physics parameteri~ations were

replaced, mostly ill the areas of radiative transfer and land surface physics, which led to the

first generation RegCM (Dickinson et 0.1.,1989; Giorgi, 1990b). The first generation RegCM

inclnded the Biosphere-Atmosphere Tran,fer Scheme (BATS), (Dickinson 1'10.1.,1986) for

surface process representation, the radiative transfer scheme of the NCAR Community

Climate Model (CCM) version CCMl, a medium resolution local planetary boundary layer
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scheme, the Kuo-type cumulus convection schcme of Anthcs (1977) and the explicit moi,ture

scheme ofHsic et a!. (1984).

A first major upgrade of the model phy,ies and numerical schemes was documented by

(Giorgi et aI., 1993a: Giorgi et aI., 1993b), and resulted in a second gcneration RcgCM,

hcrcafter refcrred to as RcgCM2. Thc physIcs of RcgCM2 was based on that of the NCAR

CCM2 (Hack et aI., 1993), and the mesoscale model MM5 (Grell et a!., 1994a), In particular,

the CCM2 radiative transfer packagc (Briegleb, 1992)was used for radiation calculations, the

non local boundary layer scheme of (Holtslag et al.. 1990) replaccd the older local schemc,

the mas, £lux cumulus cloud scheme of (Grell, 1993) \vas added as an option, and the latest

vcrsion ofEA TSIE (Dickinson et a!., 1993)was included in tilemodel.

In the last few years, some new physics schemes havc become avuilable for usc in the

RegCM, mostly based on physics scheme,; of the latcst version of the CCM, CCM3 (Kiehl et

ul., 1996). First, the CCM2 radiative transfer paekag~ has been replaced by that of the CCM3.

Tnthe CCM2 package, the effects of B:!O, OJ, O2, C02 and cloud, were accounted for solar

radiati\'e transfer was treated with a Ii-Eddington approach and cloud radiation depended on

thrce cloud parameters, thc cloud fractional cover, the cloud liquid water content, and the

e10ud cffcctive droplet radius. The CCM3 scheme retains the same structure as that of the

CCM2, but it includes new features such as the cffect of additional greenhouse gases (N02,

CH4,CFCs), atmospheric aerosol" and cloud ice.

The other primary changes arc in the areas of cloud and precipitation processes. The original

explicit moisture scheme (Hsie et aI., 1984)has been substituted with a simplified version of

it. This is because the original scheme was computationally too expensive to be run in climate

mode. In the simplificd scheme only a prognostic equation for cloud water is included, which

accounts for cloud water fonnation, advection und mixing by turbulence, re-evaporation in
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sub-saturated conditions, and conversion into rain via a bulk autoeonversion term. The main

novelty of this scheme does not reside of course m the simplistic microphysics, but in the fact

that thc prognosed cloud water variable is directly used in thc cloud radiation calculations. In

the previous ver~ions of the model, cloud water vnriables for radiation cnlculations werc

diagnosed in tcrms of the local relativc humidity. This new fcature adds a vcry important and

far renching element of interaction between the simulated hydrologic cycle and energy budget

cnlculations.

Finally, an important aspect of model development was the inclusion of a stretched 6'lid

model configuration, by which the modcl horizontal resolution is relatively coarse in the

lateral buffer zone and increases towards the intcrior oftlle domain. Preliminary experiments

using an adiabatic version of the model in stretched grid mode are prc~ented by (Qian et a!.,

1999). However, the stretched grid option is not available with the new RegC;;'13version.

Other new features in the Rq~CMjnelude improvements in the coupled lake model (Small et

n1., 1999) and the incorporation of a tracer model with capability of radiative interactions

(Qian et al.. 1999).

Other improvemcnt~ in RegCM3 involvc the input data. The USGS Global Land Cover

Characterization and Globnl 30 Arc-Second Elevation datasets arc nmv used to create the

ten-ainfiles. In addition, NCEP and ECMWF global re~naly~isdatasels arc used for the initial

and boundary conditions.

The whole released RcgCM modeling system is composed by four components: Terrain,

ICSC, RegCM, and Postprocessor.

TClTIlinand ICSC arc the two components of RegCM preproces~or. Terrcstrial variablc~

(include cievahon, land usc and sea ~urface temperature) and three-dimensional isobaric
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meteorological data arc horizontally interpolated from a latitude-longitude mesh to a high-

resolution domain on either a Rotated (ad Nonnal) Mercator, Lambert Conformal, or Polar

Stereographie projection. Venieal interpolation from pressure levels to the a-coordinate

system of RegCM is also performed. a Surfaces near the ground closely follow the terrain,

and the higher-level a-surfaces tend to approximate isobaric surfaces.

Since the vertical and horizontal resolution and domain size can vary. the modeling package

programs employ parameterized dimensions requiring a variable amount of core memory,

and the requisite hard-disk storage amount i, varied accordingly.

Seasonal variations in obscrved precipitation over the South Asia region as a consequence of

summcr monsoon activity are poorly simulated by most of the models (IPCC 2001). An

interannual mode of monsoon variability has bcen identified which i~ dosely related to the

observed seasonal mean Bangladesh Rainfall (BR). A counterpart of this mode ha<;also been

identified at subseasonal time-scales which projects strongly on to the daily BR, confirming

that a common mode of monsoon variability exists on sub-scasonal and interannual time-

scales.

Advanccs are limited by the Jack of data in the region wd an inability to identify the

fundamental processes that create the variability_Little i<;kno\vn about the state of the upper

Indian Ocean than its surface temperature and its surface height. In fact, satellite estimates

indicate that the northern Bay of Bengal receives the largest mean precipitation in south Asia

during thc summer monsoon.

The de~clopment mechanism of summer monsoon convections, which is one of the key

points to understand the water cycle as well as the global circulation of tile atmosphere, will

be obtained. Climate changc is important issues to know and can be possible using the model

simulation.
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Considering the above, the seasonal and anTILJaIvariability of precipitation and surface air

temperature have been studied for the region in and around Bangladesh.

2.2 Tlte Frame Work of RegCM Model

The modeling system usually usc, its data on surface pressure, the pressure have to be

interpolated to the model's vertical coordmate before it introduce as model Input. The vertical

coordinate is the terrain following a coordinate system. The lower grid levels follow the

terrain while the upper surface is flatter. Intermediate levels progressively flatten as the

pressure decreases toward ihe top of tbe model. A dimensionless (J" coordinate is used to

define the model levels where p is the pressure, P, is a specified constant top pressure, p, is

the surface pressure,

a"'P-P'
p, - p,

Numerical experiments driven by analyses of observations are used to limit systematic biases

due to driving data used at lateral boundary conditions. To validate the model performance of

tile RegCM, in this study, a 7-ycar sinlLllation,whieh is driven by NCEP re-analysis data, is

perJormed for thc 1983, 1995-2000 periods. The mode! domain is selected to cover the South

Asia region 6SoE"1178E, S~_35GN on a rotated mercator projection at a 60 kIn horizontal

resolution and 16 levels in the vertical.
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2.3 Mudel Descriptiun

2.3.1 Dynamics

The model dynamic equations and numerical discretization arc described by (Grell ct a!.,

1994a).

Hori:mntlll Momentum Equations

•
ap~u "'-m' (op*uulm +Dp*vu!m)_ iJp*ua
8t ax ay aa

op*v , op*uvim ..8p~'_"_l'!cmcDp*va--"'.m ( + )-~~-
al ox ay 8a

. (l)

[
RT op~ orp]-mp* '. --+-::;- +jp*u+FII,,+F,v

(P*+P"w) By cy
.. , (2)

where u and v are the eastward and northward components of velocity, T,. is virtual

temperature, ,p is geopotcntial height j is the eoriolis parameter, R is the gas constant for

dry air, m is the map scale factor for either the Polar Stcrcographic, Lambert Confonnal,or

M
... da d

ereator map proJectIOns, a'" - m
d'

yer(ical diffusion, and p*'" p, - P"

Continuity and Sigmadot (a)Equations

FI! and Fv represent the effects of horizontal and

op* =_m,(op*u/m + op*v/m)
vi ox Qr

•
Cp~(J

do
(3)

The vertical integral of Equation (3) is used to compute the temporal variation of the surface

pressure in the model,

8p*=_m'(
d'
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After calculation of the surface-pressure tcndencv cp * , the vertical veloCIty in sigmo• 8t

coordinates (0-) is computed at each level in the model from the vertical integral of Equation

(3).

• _ 1 r[ap~ ,(Op"U/111 8p~v,im)r' .G--- --+m +--- a
p* &1 ex 8y_

•
Where cr' is a dummy variable of integration and G(a == 0) = 0,

Thermodynamic Equation and Equation for Omega «(j))

The thermodynamic equation is

fJp*T , cp*uTlm 3p8vTlm cp*Ta.--=-m (. +~---)-~---
01 ax 8y 8u

(5)

where C pm is the specific heat for moist air at constant pressure, Q is the diabatic heating,

I.~,Trepresent, the effect of horizontal diffusion, F,T represents the eITect of vertical mixing

and dry convective adjustment, and w is

•
dp*(o=p*cr+cr--
d,

Where,

dp* op* cp* op*--~--+m(u--H--)
dl 8t ax 0'

The exprc5sion for Cp", = Cp(I+O.8q,l,O

•
........... (7)

Where Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure for dry air and q,. i&(hc mixing ratio of

water vapor.
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Hydrostatic Equation

The hydrostatic equation is used to compute the geopotential heights from the virtual

temperatureT"

6In(0"+p,/p")
..... (R)

\Vhere T, =T(1+O.608q,), q", g" and q, are the water vapor, cloud water or ice, and rain

water or snow, mixing ratios.

2.3.2 Physics

RegCM3 uses the radiation scheme of the K'CAR CCM3, which is described in (Kiehl et a!.,

1996). Briefly, the solar component, which account~ for the effect of 03, H;!O, CO2, and 02,

follows the is-Eddington approximation of (Kiehl et a!., 1996). It includes 18 spectral

intervals from 0.2 to 5 flnl. The cloud scattering and absorption parameterization foHow that

of Slingo (1989). whereby the optical properties of the cloud droplets (extinction optical

depth, single scattering albedo, and asymmetry parameter) are expressed in terms of the cloud

liquid water Calltent alld an effective droplct radius. When cumulus clouds are formed, the

gridpoilll fractional cloud cover i<;such that thc total cover for the column extending from the

model"complltcd cloud-base level to the cloud-top level (calculated assuming randonl overlap)

is a function of horizontal grid point spacing. The thickness of the cloud layer is assumed to

be equal to that of the modcllayer, and different cloud water content is specified for middle

and low clouds.

1.3.3 Land Sl1rface Model

The surface physics arc performed using BATS 1E (Biosphere-Atmosphcre Transfer Scheme)

which is describcd in detail by (Dickmson et a!., 19(3). BATS is a slate of the art surface

package designed to de<;cribe the role of vegetation and interactive soil moisture in modifying
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the surface-atmosphere exchanges of momentum, energy, and water vapor. The model has a

vegeta(ion loyer, a snow layer, a surface soil layer, 10 em thick, or root zone layer, 1-2 m

thick, and a (hird deep soil layer 3 m thick. Prognostic equations are solved for the soil layer

tempcralllres using a generalization of the force-restore method of Deardoff (1978). The

tcmpel<lture of the canopy and canopy foihage is calculated diagnostically via un energy

balance formulation including sensible, l<ldiative,and latent heat fluxes.

The soil hydrology calculations include predictive equations for the water content of the soil

layers. These equation.> account for precipitation, snowmelt, canopy foliage drip,

evapotranspiration, surface mnoff, infiltration hclmv the root zone, and diffusive exchange of

water be(wcen soil layers.. The soil water movement formulation is obtained from a fit to

results from a high-resolution soil model (Climate Processc<;and Climate Sensitivity, 1984)

and the surface runoff rates are expressed as functions of the precipitation rates and the

degree of soil water saturation. Snow depth is prognostically calculated from snowfall,

snowmelt. and sublimation. Precipitation is assumed to fall in the form of snow if the

temperature of the lowest modellcvcl is below 271 K.

Sensible heat, water vapor, and momenmm fluxes at the surface are calculated usmg a

standard surface drag coefficient fomlUlalion based on surface-layer similarity theory. The

drag coefficient depends on the surlaee roughness length and on the atmospheric stability in

the surface layer. The surface evapotranspiration rates depend on the availability of soil water.

2.3.4 Planetary Boundary Layer Scheme

The planetaty boundary layer scheme, developed by (Holtslag et at, 1990), is based on a

nonlocal diffusion concept that takes into account counter gradient fluxes resulting from

large-scale eddies in an unstable, well-mixed atmosphere. The vertical eddy flux within the

PEL is given by
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DCF =-K (--y), 'az'
_(9)

Where Y, is a "COllntcrgradient" transport term describing nonlocal transport due to dry deep

convection. The eddy diffusivity is given by the l1onlocal formulation

... .. ... . ... , - ,. ... ... .. . . , (10)

Where k is the von Karman constant; @,is a turbulent convective velocity that depends on

the friction velocity, height, and the Monin-Obhuko\' length; and It is the PBL height. The

countergradient term for temperature and waler vapor is given by

/"
" ==C-'-
" Iw, '

....... (11)

Where C is a constant equal to 8.5, and i/!; is the SLlrface temperature or water vapor flux.

Equation (ll) is applied between the top of the PBL and the top of the surface layer, which is

assumed to be equal to O.lh. Outside this region and for momentum, Y, is assumcd to be

equal to O.

For the calculation of the eddy diffusivity and countergradient tcrms, the PBL height is

<.hagnostically computed from

h=RV[u(h)"+V(h)'j ..
(g/B, )[17,(h) - B, 1 .................................... (12)

\Vhere u(h), v(h), and 17,arc the ",ind componcnts and thc virtual potential temperature at

the PBL height, g is gravity, Ri,r is the critical bulk Richardson number, and B, is an

appropriatc temperature of arc near thc surface.
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2.3.5 Con~'ectivePrecipitation Schemes

Convective precipitation is computed using one of three ,ehemes: (1) Grell scheme (Grell,

1993); (2) Modified-Kuo scheme (Anthes, 1977); and (3) Betts-Miller Scheme (Aceordmd to

RegCM Version 3.0) and MTT-Em3nnel scheme (Emanuel, 1991; Emanuel and Zivkovic-

Rothman, 1999) (Aceordind to RegCM Ver,ion 3.1),/n addition, the Grell parameteri7ation

is implemented using one of two closure assumptions: (1) the Arakawa and Schubert closure

(Grell et at, 19943) and (2) the Fritsch and Chappell closure (Fritsch and Chappell, 1980),

hereafter referred to as AS74 and FC80, respectively.

2.3.5.1 Grefl Scheme

The Grell scheme (Grell, 1993), similar to the AS74 parameterization, considers clouds as

two steady-state circulations: an updraft and a downdraft. No direct mixing oceurs between

the cloudy air and the environmental air except at the top and bottom of the circulations. The

mass /lux is constant with height and no entrainment or detrainment occurs along the cloud

edge" The originating levels of the updraft and down-draft are given by the levels of

maximum and minimum moi,t static energy, respectively. The Grcll scheme is activated

when a lifted parccl attains moist convection. Condensation in the updral1 is calculated by

lifting a saturated parcel. The downdraft mas, flux (1110) depends on the updraft mass flux

("',) 3eeording 10 the following relation:

lila '" j3J, m
b

•••••••••••••••••.••.•.••.••••••.••.••• _ ••••••••••••• (13)
I,

Wllerc J, is the normalized updraft condensation, I, is the normalized downdraft

evaporation, and j3 is the fraction of updraft condensation that re-evaporates in the
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downdraft. jJ depends on the wind shear and typically vanes between 0.3 and 0.5. Rainfall is

given by

pCU =1,IJ1,(l-jJ). ............. - ................ (14)

Heating and moistening in the Grell scheme arc determined both by the mass fluxes and the

detrainment at the cloud top and bottom. In addition, the cooling effect of moist dO\\1ldrafts is

included.

Due to the simplistic nature of the Grell scheme. several clo,ure assumptions can be adopted.

RegCM3's default version directly implements the quasi-equilibrium assumption of AS74.11

assumes that convective clouds stabilize the environment as fast as noncom-ective processes

destabilize it as follows:

ABE" -ABE
IJ1h= NA!:,t

................... .. . ( 15)

Where ABE is the buoyant energy available for convection, ABE'" is the amount of buoyant

cnergy available for convection in addition to the buoyant enerb'y gencrated by some of the

non_convective processes during the time interval !:,t, und riA is the rate of ehunge of ABE

per unit m,' The difference "lBE"'-ABE can be thought of as the rate of destabili7,ation over

time /)./ .ABE'" is computed from the current fields plus the fllture tendencies resulting from

the advection of heat and moisture and the dry adiabatic adjustment.

Anothcr stability based closure assumption that i<;commonly implemented in GeMs and

RCMs is the FC80 type clo<;ufe assumption. In this closure, it is assumed that convection

removes the ABE over a given time scale as follows:

ABEm =--• ",'A,

Where r is the ARE removal time scalc.

...............................
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The fundamental difference between the two assumptions is that the AS74 closure

assumptIOn relates thc convective fluxes and rainfall to the tendencies in the state of the

atmosphere, while the FC80 closure assumption relates the convective fluxes to the degree of

instability in the atmosphere. Both schemes achieve a statistical equilibrium between

convection and the large-scale processes. However, this subtle distinction in the

implemcntation of the closure will prove to be an important differencc.

2.3.5.2 KilOScheme

Convective activity in the Kuo scheme is initiated when the moisture convergence M in a

column exceeds a given threshold and the vertical sounding is conveetively unstable. A

fraction of the moisture convergence f3 moistens the column and the rest is converted into

rainfall pCIJ according to the following relation:

pCI! ==M(I-jJ)

f3 is a function of the average relative humidity RH of the &Ol.mdingas follO\vs:

f3 =' 2(1-RH)

f3 = 1.0

RH ""0.5

otherwisc

Note that the moisture convergence term incll.ldes only the adveetive tendencies for water

vapor. Howevcr, evapotranspiration from the previous timc step is indirectly included in M

SlUceit tends to moisten the lower atmosphere. Hence, as the evapotranspiration increases,

more and more of it is converted into rainfall assuming thc column is unstable. The latent

heJtmg resulting from condensation is distributed between the cloud top and bottom by a

function that allocates the maximum heating to the upper portion of the cloud layer. To

eliminate numerical point storms, a horizontal diffusion term and a timc rclease constant arc
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included so that the redistribution<;of moisture and the latent heat rclease are not perfonned
--""". -,..-

instantaneously (Giorgi and Bates, 1989; Giorgi and Marinucci, 1991).

2.3.5.3 Bett.~-MiflerScheme

In the Betts-Miller scheme, the sub-grid scale effects of convecti've clouds are represented by

adjusting temperature and moisture profiles to the observed quasi-equilibrium structures for

deep convection and to a mixing line structure for shallow convection. Quasi-equilibrium

between the cloud field and the large-scale forcing fonns the basis of representing deep

convection in the BM scheme. Quasi-equilibrium means that the convective cloud field

eon,trains the thermal and moisture structure of the atmosphere against the destabilizing

influence of the large scale flow. The concept has been found to be valid on large spatial and

temporal scales. The effects of shallow convectIOnarc viewed as a mixing process between

the surface lJycr air and the free atmo<;phere.

Observational basis for deep convection: The thermodynamics of the BM scheme is based

on the saturation point fonnulation as repo:ied in (Betts, 1982). The saturation point (sp) is

defined as the temperature and pressure (T~,p~)at the lifting condensation level (LCL). The

subsaturatlon parameter P is the difference between aIr parcel saturation level pressure and

the actual pressure level i.~.P =P *-p. (Betts, 1986) observed that temperahlre profiles

below the freezing levcl in deep convection is parallcl to the BES" isopleth, where BE8y is

defined as a constant virtual equivalent potential temperature. This led to the proposal that the

reference lapse rate in the lower-troposphere is moist VIrtualadiabatic rather than the widely

accepted moist adiabat. Since the slope of the IJESv i<;oplethis 0.9 times that of the moist

"diabat, the air parcel buoyancy reduction due to cloud water content is accounted for. TIllS
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reference structure in the presence of deep convection is uni~ersal a<;reported by (Betts, 1986)

for the cases of hurricanes,

GATE slow and fast moving squall lines and Venezuela convective episodes. Thus, the

reference structure bclow 600 hPa or the freezing level is the Brs" with B~ constrained to a

minimum at 600 hPa, Above 600 hPa the observed thennal profile increases to cloud top

Ei
FS

vallie. Considerable variability is associated with the observed moisture structure. Despite

. this a reference moisture profile is specified m the scheme.

Obsenational basis for shallow convection: A shallow cumulus doud field is regarded as a

mixing process between the surface layer air and the free atmosphere. This mixing is

characterized by a mixing line. Thus when two air parcels mix in the vertical, thesp of every

po,;sible mixture lies on the mixing line joining lhcsps of the two parcels. This mixing line

struchlre for shallow cumulus convection wa, highlighted by (Betts, 1982) by plotting sps

between 900-700 hra and thespswcre fOllndto lie close to the line joining thesps. This

evidence was presented for the undisturbed trade wind region and tropical land stations.

2.3.5.4 MIT-Emanuel scheme:

The newest cumulus convection option to the Regional Climate Model version 3 (RegCM3)

is the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) &chcmc.More detailed descriptions can

be found in Emanucl (1991) and Emanucl and Zivkovic-Rothman (1999). The scheme

assumes that the mixing in clouds is highly cpi<;odieand inhomogeneous (as opposed to a

continuous entraining plume) and considers convective fluxes based on an idealized model of

sub-cloud-scale updrafts and downdraft,;. Convection is triggered when the levcl of neutral

buoyancy i, greatcr than thc cloud basc level. Betwecn these (wo levels, air is lifted and a
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[raetion or the condensed moisture forms precipitation while the remaining fraction foons the

cloud. The cloud is assumed to mix with the air from the environment according to a unifoml

spectrum of mixhlres that ascend or descend to their respective levels of neutral buoyancy.

The mixing entrainment and detrainment rates are functions of the vertical gradients of

buoyancy in clouds. The fraction of the lota! cloud base mass f1Llx that mixes with its

environment at each level is proportional to the undiluted buoyancy rate of change with

altitude. The cloud base upward mass nux is relaxed towards thc sub-cloud layer quasi

equilibrium. In additIOn to a more physical representation of convection, the MIT-Emanuel

sch~mc offers several advantages compared to the other RegCM3 convection options. For

instance, It includes a formulation or the auto-eom-ersion of cloud water into precipitation

inside cumulus clouds, and ice processes arc accounted for by allowing the auto conversion

threshold water content to be temperature dependent. Additionally, the precipitation is added

to a single, hydrostatic, I.msaturated downdraft that transports heat and water. Lastly, the

MiT.Emanuel scheme considers the transport or passive tracers.
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2.4 The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

ECMWF is an internatiDnal Drganization supported by 26 European St~tes. The

comprehensive earth-system model developed at ECMWF forms the basis for all the data

assimilation and forecasting activities. All the main applications required are available

through one integrated computer sofuvare system (a set of computer pm!,'TIUtls\\Titten In

FORTRA,"l)called the Integrated Forecast System or ITS.

2.4.1 ECMWF 40 Year Re-analysis (ERA-40) Data Arcllh'e

The whole period fmm September 1957 to August 2002 is now available. The Le.-el IIl-B

~rchive is subdivided into four classes of data sets:

• Basic 2.5" atmospheric

• Full Resolution atmospheric

• Wave

• Atmospheric Monthly Means

Thc data sets are based on quantities analyzed or computed within the ERA-40 data

assimilation scheme or from forecasts based on these analy~e~.

Basic 2.50 atmospheric: Thc~eData Sets contain values in a compact fonn at a resolution of

2.50 x 2.5°. They are particularly suitable for users wlth limited data proccssing resources.

Much of this data is available from the ECMWF Data Server at no charge for research usage.

All the ERA-40 data fmm the Data Server can bc supplieu by ECMWF Data Services as

dcscribeu.

full Resolution atmospheric: These Data Set, provide access to most of the data from the

ERA-40 atmospheric model archived at ECMWl'. They havc a higher space resolution. They
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should only be used where high resolution is essential; in this respect they arc particularly

suited for usc in conjunction with case studies and as initial conditions for high rcsolution

models. They include analysis, forccast accumulation and forecast data. Analysis data arc

available for surface, pressure, model, isentropic and potential vorticity levels. Daily forecast

data are available for surfacc, pressure and modelle~els.

Wave: These Data Scts contain analysis and forecast data from the ERA-40 wave model.

Atmospheric Monthly Means: The Atmospheric ivlonthlyMeans Data Sets provide monthly

means and monthly means of daily means of analysis and forecast data. Analysis data arc

available for surfacc, pressure, model, isentropic and potential vorticity levels. Daily forecast

data are available for surface, pressure and model levels.

The ERA-40 mchive is currcntly maintnined using the WMO FM 92-LX Ext GRIB (grid in

binary) form of data representation, with ECM\VF local versions of GRlB Table 2. All fields

of data are global within the archive except for Mcditerranean wave model data. Data arc

stored in FM 92 GRIB using sufficient bits to ensure that the grid point values can be

retrieved to accuracy consistent with thc analysis methods uscd. A full extraction service is

provided, enabling users to obtain sub-areas of data and data at various resolutions on regular

Gaussian or latitude/longitude grids, or as sphcrical harmonics with seiceted triangular

trLmcation.All cxtraeted data are delivered using the GRlB reprcsentation.

2.4.2 TTle data assimilation system

General overview: A vcry large amount of observed data is avmlable for use by the

assimilation and forecast system. In a typical 12-hour period there is a total of 75 million

pieces of data available, around 98% from satellites. Most of the available datu are considered

for use but the quality control, redundancy checks and thinning of locally dense data will



reducc the numbers. The observations can roughly be dividcd into convcntional, in situ

observations, and non-conventional, remote-sensing observations. TIle earth-atmosphere

system can be measured directly by convcntional in situ instruments, and indirectly by remote

sensing instruments. The latter can be done in two different ways: pas~ivcly and actively. The

various data types have diffcrent characteristics in terms of geographical, eovcrage, vertical

struclure and temporal distribution, which detcrmine their ability to affect the analysis. With

increased availability of non-conventional observations the analysis sy&temhas developed

into higher sophistication to be able to cope with off-time data and, in particular, indirect

measurements such as radiances from satellites instead of direct obscrvations of temperature,

humidity, pressure. ozone and wind.

2.4.3 COllventional observatiolls

Since the conventional data report the valnes in the same units as the model variables, arid on

pressure or height !evels, they can be nsed more or less directly by the analysi<;system aftcr

vertical interpolation. Reports of pressure and hnmidity arc used from SYNOP (conventional

surfacc weather station reports). 10 meter wind observations arc not used, not even from

morinc locations such as coastal stations or minor islands. Pres~urc and winds are used from

SHIP (convcntional weather report, from mo~ing ship&)and DRIBU (drifting buoys).

Temperature. wind and humidity from TEMP (upper air ob~crvations from radio sonde

stations) are Ll~edand their position defined according to the pressure at all reported levels.

Temperatures in the stratosphere are corrected for cstimated mean errors (bias correction).

Humidity observations from drop sondes arc not uscd. Winds from PILOT (wind

measurements in the free atmosphere from sto(ions launching balloons) are used, cxcept

when there is a duplicate with radio sonde data. PROFILERS (me~suring winds with remote

~cn,ing) provide wind speed and dircction at vcry high temporal re~oIntion.
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Temperature and wind reports are used from AlREP (manual air craft reports), AMDAR

(Aircraft Meteorological Data Relay) and ACARS (automatic air craft reports). The

tradItional 4.IREP observations now only account for -4% of all used aircraft data, as most

commercial airerafts operate the AMDAR or ACARS systems. During landing and lake-off

the lattcr provide data in quantity, quality and locahon comparable to radio sondcs.

PAOE is a hybrid between conventional and satellite data. They are m,mllally derived

pseudo-obsen'ations of MSLP on the Southern Hemisphere, made by the Anstralian Bureau

ofMeteorology from satellite images.

Humidity observations reported as relative humidIty or dew point, are transfOimed into

specific humidity using the reported temperature. SYNOP dew points arc used, together with

the temperature to calculate the 2 m specific humidity.

Other data types are used to analyse snow, iee, SST, soil wetness and ocean wavcs. These are

at prcsent analyzed separately, but might in the future be incorporated in the full data

assimilation system.

2.4.4 Satellite observations

During the last 5-10 years there has been a significant increase in the quantity, quality and

diversity of satellite observations. At the time of writing (autumn 2003) ECMWF routinely

recei"es data from more than 15 satellites, some of which are equipped ",ith several

instruments that provIdes in total 28 satellite data sources.

ECMWF has during the last 10-15 years developed new assimilation techniques to make use

of this new infonnation. Allhough satellite data is slightly less accnrate than convcntional

obervations such as radio ,onde observations, their great advantage is thcir broad
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geographical coverage. "Whilethe data assimilation system has to spread out the information

in space of radio sonde observations, this is less of an undertaking with satellite observations.

Another advantage is that the use of satellite data ensures thut the elusive small amplitude-

large scale errors over the oceans are corrected for, something which isolatcd measurements

would have (hf11cultiesto do. Although the amplitude of the analysis increments arc weak,

their large-scale nature becomes important after some clays integration when they havc

"cascaded" into smaller scales, which might develop and affed synoptic scale weather

systems.

Conscquently there is now a strong benefit from satellite data in the ECMWF and the

influences of other conventional data types arc becoming less critical. In particular over the

Southern Hemisphere, v"here there is a lack of conventional data, satellite data has had a large

impact on the scores \vhich are now almost as good as in the :t\orthem Hemisphere. However

there are limitations in the use of satellite data over land surfaces. Over descrtic areas and

frozen regions, at the state of the art, is particnlarly difficult to use tropospheric channels duc

to thc inaccuratc knowledge of the underlying surface emissivity. On global scalc these are

areas were overall we assimilate 1cs<;data. To ensure that only good quality data are used for

the analysis an intricate quality control is applied. There are several ways data can be

prevented from affecting the analysis.
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CHAPTER]: DATA USED AND METHOLOGY

3.1 Data Used

A regional climate simulation there is two pre-processing steps. The first step involves

defining the domain and grid interval and interpolating the landuse and elevation data to the

model grid. The second ,tep is to generate the files used for the initial and boundary

conditions during the simulation. The inpul data necessary to run the model can be

downloaded from the PWC \~'ebsi(eat the following URL:

http://wv{w.ictp.lrieste.it!_pubregcm/RegCM3

The terrain program horizontally interpolates (he Ianduse and elevation data from a latitude-

longitude grid to the Cartesian h'lid of the chosen domain. RegCM currently uses the Global

Land Cover Characterization (GLCC) datasets for the vegetation/landuse data. The GLCC

dataset is derived from I km Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVFlRR) data

and is based on the vegetation/land cover type~ defined by Biosphere Atmosphere Trausfer

Scheme (BATS), Thc 18 vegetation /land cover types and associated parameters are used.

Each grid cell of the model is assigned one of the eighteen categories.

The elevation data used is from the United States Geological Survey (USGS). Both the

landuse and elevation data files are available at 30 and 10minute resolutIOns.

leBe

The ICBC program interpolates sea snrfaee temperature (SST) and global re-analysis data to

the model grid. These files are used for the initial and boundary conditions during the

simulation. (Eventually, interfaces will exist to allow GCM output to be used for initial and

boundary conditions,)
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Sca Surface Tcmperature

There are two options for Sea Surface Temperature (SST) data. One is the Global Sea Surface

Temperature (GISST) one-degree monthly gridded data available from the Hadley Centre

Met Office. And also available is the Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature

(015ST) one-degree weekly analysis available from the National Ocean and Administration.

3.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions

There arc some options to choose from for the global analysis datasets to use for the initial

and boundar)' conditions.

ECI\HVF: The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis datasets

(T42, L 15).

NNRP: The National Centre for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Reanalysis datasets (2.5

degrees grid, L17).

The numerical treatment of the lateral boundaries is a difficult but very important aspect of

the regional climate model. There arc five types of boundary conditions that can be used in

the model.

i. Fhcd: This will not allow time variation at latcral boundaric5. Not rceonrrncnded for

real-data applications.

ii. Time-depcndent: Outer hvo rows and columns have specified values of all predicted

fields. Recommended for nests where time-dependent values are supplied by the

parent domain. Not recommended for coarse mesh where only one outer row and

column would be specified.

iii. Lincar relaxation: Outer row and column is specified by time-dependent value, next

four points are relaxed towards the boundary values with a relaxation constant that

decreases linearly away from the boundary.
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Iv Sponge: (Perkey and Kreitzberg, 1976)

v Exponential relaxation: (Davies and Turner, 1977) (default)

The (one-way) nested modeling technique has been increasingly applied to climate change

studies in the last few years. This technique consists of using output from GeM simulations

to provide initial and driving lateral meteorological boundary conditions for high-resolution

Regional Climate Model (RegCM) simulations, \vith no feedback from the RegCM to the

driving GCM. Hence, a regional increase in resolution can be attained through the use of

nested RegCMs to account fOfsub-GCM grid-scale foremg.

Continuou, month or season-long to multi-year experiments for present-day conditions with

RegCMs driven either by analyses of observations or by GeMs was generated for regions in

North America, Asia, Europe, Australia, and Africa, In the experiments mentioned above, the

model horizontal b'lidpoint spacing 60 km and the !cngth of runs from I month to 10 years,

The choice of an appropriate domain is not trivial. The influence of the boundary forcing can

reduce as region size increases (Jones et aI., 1995; Jacob and POdZUll,1997) and may be

dominated by !he internal model phy,ics for eeliain variables and seasons (Noguer et aI.,

1998). Thi, can lead to the RegCM ,olution significantly departing from the driving data,

which can make the interpretation of down-scaled regional climate chunges more difficult

(Jones et aI., 1997). The domain size h"s to be large enough so that relevant local forcing and

effects of enhanced resolution are not damped or contaminated by the application of the

boundary conditions (Warner et aI., 1997). The ex.aet location of the lateral boundaries can

influence the ,ensitivity to internal parameters (Seth and Giorgi, 1998) or may have no

significant impact (Bhaskaran et aI., 1996). Finully, location of boundaries over areas with

signilieant topography may lead to inconsistencies and noise generation (e,g., Hong and

luang, 1998).
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Sur£1ceforcing due to land, ocean and sea ice greatly affects regional climate simulation (e.g.,

GIOrgict a!., 1996; Seth and Giorgi, 1998; Wei and Fu, 1998; Christensen, 1999; Pan ct a1.,

1999; Pielke ct aI., 1999; Rinke and Dethloff, 1999; Chase et al., 2000; Maslanik et a!., 2000,

Rllmmukainen ct a!., 2000). In particular, RegCM experiments do not start with equilibrium

conditions and therefore the initiali~ation of surface variables, such as soil moisture and

temperature, is important. For example, to reach equilibrium it can require a few seasons for

the rooling zone (about I m depth) and years for the deep soils (Christensen, 1999).

The choice of RegCM resolution can modulate the effects of physical forcings and

paramelrizations (Giorgi and Marinucci, 1996a; Laprise et aI., 1998). The de~cription of the

hydrologic cycle generally improves with increasing resolution due to the better

topographical representation (Christensen et aI., 1998; Leung and Ghan, 1998). Resolving

more of the spectrum of atmospheric motions at high resolution improves the representation

of cyclonic systems and vertical velocitIes, but can sometimes worsen aspects of the model

climatology (Machcnhauer ct aI., 1998; Kato et aI., 1999). Different resolutions may be

required to caphlre relevant forcings in different sub-regions, which can be achieved via

multiple one-way nesting (Christensen et aI., 1998;McGregor ct al.. 1999), lWO-\vaynesting

(Liston ct aI., 1999) or smoothly varying horizontal grids (Qian and GIOrgi, 1999).

RegCM model physics configurations arc derived either from a pre-existing (and well tested)

limited area model system with modifications suitable for climate application (Pielke et aI.,

1992; Giorgi et aI., 1993b,c; Leung und Ghan, 1995, 1998; Copeland et aI., 1996; Miller and

Kim, 1997; Liston and Pielke 2000; Rumml.lkainenet a1.,2000) or are implemented directly

from a GCM (McGregor and Walsh, 1993; Jones ct aI., 1995; Christensen et aI., 1996;

Laprise et a1.. 1998). In the first approach, each set of parameteriza(ions is developed and

optimized for the respective model resolutions. However, this makes interpreting differences
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between nested model ,rod driving GeM more difficult. as these will not result only from

changes in resolution. Also. the different model physics schemes may result in

inconsistencies ncar the boundaries (Maehenhauer et aI., 1998; Rummukainen et aI., 2000).

The second approach- maximizes compatibility between the models. However, physics

schemes developed for coarse resolution GCMs may not be adequate for the high resolutions

used in nested regional models and may be, at least, require recalibration (Giorgi 3nd

Marinucci, 1996a; Laprise et at, 1998). Overall. both strategies have shown perfom13nce of

similar quality (e.g., IPCC, 1996), and either one may be preferable (Giorgi 3nd Mearns,

1999). In the context ofclim3te change simulations, if there is no resolution dependence, the

second 3pproach may be prcfcl1lble to maximize consistency between RegCM and GCM

responses to the radiative forcing.

3.3 ECMWF reanal}'si,y (ERA-40) grid Data:

The data used for e\'alu3te thc model data (model output) arc the ECMWF reanalysis (ERA-

40) gridded data sets downloaded from their ftp site. The ERA d3t~ sets in GRIB coded form

arc available on a coarse resolution of2.SG x 2.SGlal. !long. grid on const3nt prcs<;ureSiJrfaces.

The data: surface net solar I1ldiation (SSR), surfacc net thermal radi3tion (STR). surface

scnsible heat flux (SSHF) and surface latent heat flux (SLHF) at 6 hourly map times 00, OG,

12 and 18 lJTC in a day are downloaded for the analysis. These arc first deGRIBed using an

ECMWF GRIB decoding softwarc package, also dovvTlloadedfrom their ftp site, and

customized to satisfy our requirements. The gridded fields are then interpolated to thc limited

area model grid and transformed from pressure to thc 16 model sigma levels at 0.50 x O.SD lut.

Ilong_horizont31f,'lidresolution via a pressure to sigma converter.
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3.4 Metilodology

Regional Climate Model developed by ICTP Trieste, Italy (Giorgi and Marinucci, 1996a;

Laprise et a1., 1998) installed at the Department of Physics, BUET and ECMVlF reanalysis

(ERA-40) data sets downloaded from their ftp site bave been used to simulate different

meteorological parameter, including Net absorbed solar energy flux. Net infrared euergy flux.

Sensible heat and Evapotranspiration. These parameters are Llsedin calculation of surface

heat budget over South Asian region. The following equation has been used for the

calculation of surface heat budget:

Net surface radiation balance (Wlm*2) = Net absorbed solar energy jlux+Net infrared

energyjlux+ Sensible heatflux+ Latent heatflux

here. Latenl heatflux ""Evapotranspiration (2.51040i)l(60*60~24) In W/m
2

In this work, 6-year (1995-2000) simulation model output has been driven using 6-hourly

NCEP (Numerical Centre for Environmental Prediction) re-analysis data as model input. The

model domain has been selected to cover the South Asia region (650E-117oE, 5'1-<-350N)on a

rotated mercator projection (ROIMER) at a 60 km horizontal resolution and 16 sigma leyc\s

in the vertical. The centre point of the domain is 20~. 90°F.. The ROTMER projection is

used in Grell convective precipitation schemes with Arakawa-SchLlbcrt,Fritsch and Chappcll,

Kuo, Betts-Miller and MIT-Emanuel assumptions. Daily 3.hour interval SRF (surface) data

of RegCM3 model output and Daily 6-hour interval SRF (surface) data of ECMWF

reanalysis (ERA-40) data arc obtained and analyzed using Linux as.

The RegCM model outputs are binary files which are analyzed and display on GrADs to

create for data file and data file converted into ASCII file with the help of FORTARN

programme.
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CHAPTER 4: SURFACE HEAT BUDGET FOR SELECTED AREA VARIA nON

The variation of Surface heat budget mo~tly depends on the reflectivity, absorbance ability

and heat capacity of the Earth's surface. So, the condilion of terrain has crucial role for

surface heat budget. There are seven diITerentse1cctedzoncs over South Asia are chosen for

analysis which are sho\\'I!in fig. 3. Those areas are

i) Over Bangladesh (22oN_27~ latitude and S8~ _93°£ longitude)

Ii) Over Bay of Bengal adjacent of Bangladesh coastal region (17~-22C1\' latitude and 88°£ -

93°£ longitude)

iii) Over Bay of Bengal (deep Ocean) far from Bangladesh coastal region (9~-14~ latitude

and 8i£ _92°£ longitude)

iv) Over West coast ofIndia (90N_14°)\' latitude and 74°£ _79°£ longitude)

v) Over Thar Desert (230N_28~ latitude and 70°£ _75°£ longitude)

vi) Near east coast of lndia (l3'"N-1SoNlatitude and 81°E _86°£ longitude)

vii) Over Middle Zone ofIndia (19~-24'"N latitude and nor: _82DE longitude)
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4.1 Surface heat budget at selected areas/or GAS, GFC and ECMWF for 1996

The values of surface heat budget (SHB) for RegCM GAS and GFC Scheme for different

selected areas have been analyzed and compared to the ECMWF data for 1996.
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FigA: Monthly variation (for 1996) of surface heat budget at selected areas for GAS,
GFC and ECMWF

It has been seen in fig. 4 for RegCM GAS, GFC and ECMWF data that over land the value of

SHB is about within lOw/m:! to _15w/m2; over ocean the value of SHB is about within
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125w/m' to -350w/m'; over west coast of India the value of SHB is within 59w/m' to -

100l'dm2for whole year, Hence it is seen that the variation of the value of SHE is high over

ocean and low ovcr land. According to ECMWF data value of SHB over Bangladesh, Bay of

Bengal near coast, Near East coast of India, Thar Desen and Mid-India zone is highest in

May; over Deep Bay of Bengal and West Coast of India is highest in May. The value ofSlIB

is lowest in December for all selected areas.

Hhas been observed for comparing RegCM-GAS data to ECMWF data that the value ofSHB

is underestimated from Mareh to May (Pre-monsoon) and in December; overestimated from

June to September/October. For RegCM-GFC data compared \0 ECMWF data the value of

SHD is underestimated for all selected area, execpt dry-zone (Mid India and Thar desert) for

all months of 1996. So, for further analysis of SHB RegCM-GAS data and ECMWF re-

analysis data have been taken for different years.

4.2 Validatio1l (montllly) ofSHBfor RegCM-GAS dahl altdECMWF data (1995-2000)

It has been observed in fig. 5(a) for the year 1995-2000 (six years) that o,'cr Bangladesh the

valuc of SHE is low (range from "9W/m2to -17W/m') in January, November and December

and the value of SHB is high (range from 3\V/m" to 18W/m2
) in Febnmry-May except in

February 2000 (value _1.9Wlm1).The highest value ob,crved in the month of April cxcept in

May 1997 (valuc 17Wlm"). In the months of June to Septembcr the value of SHB is about

from -3W/m' to 3W/m'. Comparing the valne of RegCM GAS data to ECMWF reanalysis

data it has becn seen usually that the value of SHD during March-May arc undercstimate

about 5W/m' and during June-September are overestimate about 10Wlm'!-.
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Fig.5(a): RegCM3 Model and ECM\VF dctemlined SHB (monthly) over Bangladesh for

1995-2000

According to the fig. 5(b), it has been observed that for both option (GAS and GFC) of

RegCM over Bangladesh rainfall is overestimate in pre-monsoon season and underestimate in

monsoon season compared to the observed data. But RcgCM3 Model data in GAS option for

SHB show underestimate and overestimate in pre-monsoon and monsoon season respectively

compare to the ECM\VF data, Hence opposite condition occurs for SHE compare to Rainfall

ovcr Bangladesh.
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The SHB is high when eloud cover is minimal and insulation of solar energy i, high. In fig.

5(e) it has been seen that whether observed precipitation over Bangladesh ISlow, SHB for

ECYlWF data is high and when observed precipitation is high SHB is low in 1996.

Aeeordingly, it can be said that SHB and precipitation is inversely related and there is

radiative impact for development of convective system.
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In fig. 6 O,'cr Ray of Bengal, the value ofSHB is low (range from -35W/m:!to _90W/m
2
) in

January, November and December and the value ofSHB is very high (range from 90W/m
2
to

110W/m') in March to May for the year 1995, 1997-2000 which is observed in figs. (5-7). In
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Februal)' the value of SHB is also high (about vallie 30W/m2
) except in February 2000 (vallie

_12Wlm2) as shown in fig. 7. In the months of June to September the value of SHB is about

from _48W/m2 to l5W/m2• Comparing the value ofRegCM GAS data to ECMWF re,malysis

data it has been noticed generally that the values of SHE during February-May are

undere~timate about 30 Wim" and during June-September arc overestimate about 100W/m
2
•

The value of SHB is high over Bay of Bengal compare to Bangladesh because water surface

has high heat capacity and the land has low heat capacity.
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In fig. 7 O,w Deep Ocean (far from Bay of Bengal) the value of SHB is low in January,

December, June-September sometimes May-NOI'ember. TIle value of SHB is very high

(range from 4S to 110W/m1)in March and April. The value ofSHB is nuctuating in different

year. Comparing the value of RegCM GAS data to ECMWF reanalysis data it has been

perceivcd gencrally that the values of SHB during January and May to December are

overvalue and during February-April arc undervalue.
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According to the fig.8, Over 'Vest Coast of India the value of SHB is low in June and luly

sometimes in May. The value ofSHB is very high in March, April, September and October

about 40W/m2• Comparing the value of RegCM GAS data to ECMWF reanalysis data it has

been apparent usually that the values of SHB is underestimate in lanum}', February and

December except 2000 and overestimate in April-November.
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In fig. 9 over ncar East Coast of India the value of SHB for RegCM GAS data are similar

to ECMWF data in June-April and October-December but overestimate in May-September

for 1999, 2000. The values of SHB for RegCM GAS data are slightly underestimate in

January-May and December to ECM\VF data in June-September for 1995, 1997. For both

data the values ofSHB are low in January, June, July, November, December and are high in

April, May for 1995-2000.
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As fig 10 and 11 shows that Over Desert Area (Thur Desert and "'lid-India) the value of

SHB for RcgC::V1GAS data are overestimate to ECMWF data in January, February and

December but for other months the values of SHE are close for both data 1995-2000. The

pattern ofvalucs of SlID for Thar Descrt and Mid-IndIa areus is samc. The range ofSHB is

withm IOW!m2 to _IO\V!m2.
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SHU i, dominated by the ,hortwave portion. III July highest valuc,> occur along the

subtropical occall~of the Northern Hcmispherc. Lowesl vaillc, oceur ovcr areas of low solar

l~put ~ueh as tile ';onth Pole, and areas of high sl\rface rcflection such as th~ )\'orth Pole. So,

over the ~~lcct~(]analysis ilrcas, it is ohscrvcd that hlghcst VBI\I~occur, OH,roc~all.

In JamLalj' highc<t vnlncs occur nlong the subtropical occans of lhc Southern l'I~misphcre.

Lowest values occur over area, of low solar mplll such as the 1\'o[\hPole. and areas of high

,;urface rcfiedion such as the South Pole. In January ~olar in,ulatioll i, low over Northern

Hcmisphere than over :,ou(hcm Hemisphere. So, SHB is loll' ovcr the ,elected analysi, areas.
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4.3 Hourly Variatioll of surface heat budget (SHB) for central poillt of7 selected areas for

theyearof2000

Hourly variation of SHB is determined by ECM\\'F reanalysis data and RegCM (GAS)

model data at thc centcr point of 7 selected areas for the ycar of 2000. 6.hourly (00, 06, 12

and 18 local standard time (LSI)) observation is taken in a day for analysis. Ihe solid bar in

t~-"
the figurcr>.repre,entsthe ECM\llF reanalysis data and thc check bar represents RegCM

(GAS) model data. Ihc results show that the variability patterns are not uniform from region

to rcgion. Ihis is bccausc of hcterogcneous characteristics of the orography and different

capacity of absorbance and emission of radiation of land and ocean surface. Moreover the

pattcrn of the value of SHB for the said LSI for ECMWF reanalysis and RegCM (GAS)

model data are not similar for all months except in Julv. Peak value oecurs at 12LSI for both

data. As shown in fig. 12 and 13,both data maintain the diurnal variation.
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Fig.12 : Diurnal variations of SHB for ECMWF in July & December at the 7 selected central
points of the 7 windows over South Asia
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For ECMWF reanalysis data it has been observed in fig. 14, at the centre point (24.SoN,

90.S'E) of the selected area of Bangladesh that the value of SHB is always positive at 06,

12LST and is negative at 00,18 LSI. The value ofSHn is increasing trom January to Augu~t

and decreasing from September to December. In June, July and August the value of SHB at

06, 12LST is high about 35W/m2and at 00,18 LSI the value ofSHB is about -8 W/m2•

For RegCM model data it is seen that at l2LST the yalue ofSHB is always higher than the

values at 00, 06 and 18LST for all months except July. In July the value of SHB at 6LST is

higher (50Wiml) than 00, 12 and 18LST, In January, February, April, May and July the yalue

of SHE is positive at 06, l2LST and is negative at 00, 18 LSI but for the remaining months

only at 12 LSI (he yalue o[SHB is positive. In March the value ofSHB at 12LST is highest

(78.7 W/m2
),

In fig. 15, for ECMWF reanalysis data it has been also observed at the centre point (i9.SoN.

90.S'E) of the selected area of Bay of Bengal that the value of SHB is always positive at 06,

12LST and IS negative at 00,18 LSI. The value ofSHB is increasing from January to May

and again decreasing from June to December. In March, April and May the value of SHB at

06, 12LSI is high about 100\Viml and the value ofSHB is about -35 W/m" at 00, 18 LSI. In

January. February, November and December the value of SHB is low about 35W/m2 at 06,

12LST and is about .65 W/m2 at 00, 18 LST than other months of the year 2000.

In April, May aml July for RegCM model data the value of SHB is positive at 06, 12LST and

is negative at 00, 18 LST but tor the remaining months only at 12 LST the value of SHB is

positive. The highest value (718.7 \V!m") is observed at 12LSI in April and the lowest value

(-313.3 W!m2) is in November.
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At the centre point (l1.50N, 89.5rrE)of the selected area of deep ocean (far from the coast of

Bay ofBcngal) the highest value of SED (97.7 W!m2) is seen in fig 16 in April at 12 LST for

ECMWF reanalysis data. The value ofSHB is also positive at 06, 12LST and is negative at

00, 18LST. The value of SHB is increasing from January to April and again decreasing from

May to December. At 06, 12LST range of the value of SHB is from 4IW/m' to 97.7W/m
2

and the range of the value ofSHB is from _41W/m2to _56W/m135 \V!m2at 00,18 LST. In

December the value of SHB is low about 43W!m2and is about -53 \V/m2at 00, 18 LST than

other month, of the year 2000.

In April, May and July for RegCM model data the value ofSHB is positive at 06, 12LST and

is negativc at 00, 18 LST but for the remaining months only at 12 LSI the value of SHB is

positive_ The highest value (723.46 W!m2) is observed at 12LST in May which is very

overesti~ate compare to ECMWF data and the lowest valuc (-247 W/m') is in December

which is very underestimate compare to ECMWF data.

The ITsult in fig. 17 shows at the point (15.SGN, 83.5~) over ocean of the selected area of

Near East Coast of India that the value of SHB is also positive at 06, 12LST and is nq,'"lltlve

at 00, 18 LST in all months for ECMWF data and in Iuly for RegCM model data. For

ECMWF data, the highest value (113.4 W!m2) is observed in April at 12LST and the lowest

value (-73 W/m2) is observed in December at 18LST. The value of SHB is increasing from

January to April and again decreasing from May to December. According to RegCM model

data data, the highest value (756.38 W/m2) is observed in April at 12LST which is about 7

times overrate compare to ECMWF datu Ulldthe lowest value (-280.47 W/m2) is observed in

November at OGLSTwhich is very underrute compare to ECMiVF data..
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In fig. 18 at the point (11.SoN,76.S"E)over land of the selected area of West Coast of Indi3

that the ~alue of SHE is also positive at 06, 12LST and is negative at 00, 18 LST in all

months for ECMWI' data and in July for RegCM model data. For ECMWI' data, the highest

value (60.2 W/m2) is seen in March at 12LST and the lowe,t value (-23.68 W/m2) is observed

in February at 18LST. The value ofSHB is high from February to October at I2LST and low

in December at 00, 18LST. According to RegCM model data data, the highest value (173

W/m2) is obserycd in April at 12LST which is overratc compare to EC:MWF data and the

lowest valuc (-60 W/m2) is observed in March at 00 and 06LST which is underrate compare

to ECMWF data (-23 W/m2).
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For ECMWf reanalysis data in fig. 19 it has been also observed at centre point (2S.SoN,

n.sOE) of the selected Thar Desert area of India that the valuc of SHB is always positivc at

06, 12LST and is negative at 00, 18 LST. TIle value of SHB is high from March to August

and low in "November and December. In July the value of SHB at 12LST is the highest about

28.37\Vlml and the value ofSHB is the lowest _lGWlml at 18 LST in December.

for RegCM model data itha, been seen the value ofSHB is positive at OG, 12LST and is

negative at 00,18 LST in July and April. In April the value ofSHB at 12LST is the highest

(107 Wlml) and the lowest (-GOW/m2) at 18LST in December.

For ECMWF reanalysis data it has been also observcd at centre point (21.S"N, 79,S"E) of the

selected area of Mid-India in fig. 20 that the value of SHB is alway& positive at 06, 12LST

and is negative at 00,18 LSI, The vallie ofSHB is increasing from January to August and

again decreasing from September to December. In July the value of SHB at OGLST is high

about 48,48\V/m2 and the value of SHB is low .16Wlm2 at 18 LSI in October, November and

December.

For RegCM model data it has been seen the ~alue ofSHF.l is positive at 06, 12LST and is

negative at 00, 18 LST in July and April. In April the value ofSlIB at 12LST is the highest

(97.62 Wlml) and the lowest (-66.25 vI/1m2) at 18LST in December.
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CHAPTER 5: SURFACE HEAT BUDGET FOR LATITUDE AND
LONGITUDE VARIATION

A validation study on SHB has been conducted at l2N, 20N & 2601 latitude along 70-94E

longitlld~ variations using RegCM model data with ECMWf data for the Pre-monsoon

(March-May), Monsoon (June-September), Post-monsoon (October-November) periods and

two months July and December for 1995.2000. In the follO\ving diagrams the deep line

represent ECMWF data and light deep line sho\v<;RegCM GAS data.

M 12nNlatitude along 70_94nElongitude
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Flg.21: Seasonal variation of SHB at fixed 120Nlalitl.ldealong 70-94 nELongitude
variation fOf6 yean: average (1995-2000):
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According to the figures 21-24, during Pre-monsoon season the RegCM GAS data and

ECM\VF data of SHB at 12~llatitude shows similar value -0,6 Wlm2 at the point (l2~,

78.20E). The RegCM GAS data are overestimate along 70_75.50E, 80.4_82.50E and 89.1-94~E

and along the remaining 10ngimde variation are underestimate eompare to the ECMWF d3ta.

In monsoon season, the RegCM GAS data and ECMWF data of SHE 3t lz'-N latitude shmvs

similar value -0.38 W/m2 at the point (12~, 78,2GE). The RegCM GAS data are overestimate

along 70_76°£ and 80A-94or:. RegCM GAS data 3Ild ECMWF d3ta of SHB

differ very much about 100 W/m2. GAS data are all positive along 70-94~E longitude

v3riation. The SHB ofECMWf data are negative along 70_74.4°E and 84.2-94~E and

othcflvise positive.

In post-monsoon season the RegCM GAS data and ECMWF data ofSHB at 120N latitude arc

about same value -0.3 W/m2 at the point (l2~, n.2oE). The RcgCM GAS data are

overestimate along 70_75.5°£, 82_940E and are L1ndercstimate compare to the ECMWF data

Jlong the remaining longitude vJriation, The SHB of ECMWF data are negative along 78.2-

94~E and positive along 70_77.6GE.

The pattern of the line graph in Monsoon and in July is same.

In December the RegCM GAS data ofSHB (-1.48 Wlm') at the point (l2oN, 77.6or:) is close

to the ECM\VF data (1.26 "V/m') and also along 83,1_90.70E longitude variation (value about

-80 Wim2). The RegCM GAS data are overestimate along 78.2_79.8DE and are underestlm3te

compare to the ECi\-fWF data 3long the remaining longitude variation.
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At 200N latitude along 70_94oE longitude
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Fig.25: Seasonal variation ofSHB at fixed 200N latitLldc along 70-94 ~E Longitude
variation for 6 years average (1995-2000):
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According to the figures 25-28, for the period of Pre-monsoon season the RegCM GAS data

and ECMWf data of SHB at 20~ latitude shows about similar value along 75.5-84.2
0
E

longitude variation, arc overestimate along 86.4-87.5 and along the remaining longitude

variation arc underestimate compare to the £CMWF data. Along 75.5~84.2DElongitude

variation the range of SHB for hoth data is -0.32 Wlm' to 3 W!m2 and along the remaining

longitude variation the range ofSHB is 110W!m2 to 137W/m".

In monsoon seuson, tbe RegCM GAS data and £CMWF data of SHB at 20n)\' latitude

demonstrates similar value -1.5 \VIm' along 74.9-84.7DE longitude variation, are

underestimate at the point (20i1\, 73,8~) and along the remaining longitude variation are

overestimate compare to the ECM\VF data..

During post-monsoon season the RegCM GAS data and ECMWF data of SHB at lOn!','

lutihlde are about same value -0.5 W/m2 along 75.5-84.7~ longihlde variation. The RegCM

GAS data are overestimate along 90.l_94GE and are underestimate compare to the ECMWF

data along the remaining longitude variation.

In July the RegCM GAS data and £CM\VF data of SHB are about same along 73.8-84.7°£

longitude variotion. The RegCM GAS data arc overestimate along the remaining longirude

variation.

In December the RegCM GAS datu and ECMWF data of SHB are about same along 75.5-

84.7~E longitude variation. The GAS data for SHB are all negative along 70_94
0
E and

ECMWF data are ulso negative except along 73.3_77.6°£
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At 26~Nlatitude along 70_94oE longitude
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As said by the figures 29-32, for the duration of Pre-monsoon season the RegCM GAS data

and ECMWF data of SHB at 26CNlatitude are underrate along 70_94oElongitude variation

compare to the ECMWF data,

The RegCM GAS data are same about _2.2W/m2 and ECMWF data ofSHB are 6.5 Wlm"-

along 70_94oElongitude variation except Gas data is _6.53W/m2 at the point (26oN, 90f'E).

In monsoon ,cason the RegCM GAS data and ECMWF data of SHB at 260N latitude are

about same along 70_94oE longitude variation except at the point (26CN, 9o.iE) is

overestimate compare to the ECMWF data. At the point (26~, 90.7°E) the RegCM GAS

data ofSHB is 5.64WI m2. The best re<;ulthas been seen for RegCM GAS data and ECMWF

data ofSHB (both data are same) in the year 1998.

During post-monsoon season the RegCM GAS data of SHB at 26CN latitude are

underestimate. along 73.3-75.50E longitude variation and are overestimate compare to the

ECMWF data along the remaining longitude variation, The RegCM GAS data and ECMWF

data of SIm are all negative except at the point (26i)\', 90.7oE)GAS data is 4.24W/ m2
,

In July the RegCM GAS data and ECMWF data of SHB arc about similar. The range of the

. .
values for both data 15 from -3.2 to 2.2WI mO.

In December the RegCM GAS data of SHB are overestimate along 70.94~E longitude

,ariation compare to the ECMWF data except at the point (26oN, 90.70E) both data is same,

value is -8.0W/m'. The range of the values for ECMWF data is from -7WI m' to -IOWI m'

and for GAS data is from -6.7WI m' to -1.76W/ m2
.
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CHAPTER 6: DIFFERENT PAR4..METERS OF SURFACE HEAT BUDGET FOR
SEVEX SELECTED AREAS FOR THE YEAR 1995

Surface heat budget depends on four parameters which are net short wave radiation (Net

downward _ net upward ultraviolet energy flux). net long wave radiation (Net upward - net

downward infrared energy flux), Sensible heat fllL" (upv.rard)and Latent heat flux (upward).

The values of these parameters arc different for different areas due to the dissimilar

characteristics of topography. ECMWF reanalysis data and RegCJ\.f3(GAS) model data for 7

selected areas are taken for the year 1995 for analysis.
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Fig. 33: Monthly variation of net short wave radiation (net solar energy), net long wave

radiation, Sensible heat flux and Latent heat flux over Bangladesh

It has been observed in fig. 33 from January to April and in the month November,

December for the selected area of Bangladesh that the values ornet short wave ofRegCM
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model data are slightly overestimated about (15W!m2) compared to ECMWF data but for

tbe remaining months the values are more overestimatc about morc than 50WI m!. For

both data the values of net short wave are high about 200WI ml
. The data of RegCM

model and ECM\VF differs (J07.8W! m2) very mueh in September. For both data the

valLicsof net short wave.are low inmonsoon sea,on (June-September).

The values of net long wave of RegCM model data are about similar to ECMWF data

from January to April and in the month November, December but for the remaining

months the values arc overestimate about on an average 20W! m'. The highest value is

seen in January 81\V!m2 for RegCM model data and 75WI m" for ECM\VF data and the

lowest value is in June 34WI rn2 for RegCM model data and 19WI rn2 for ECMWF data.

The values of net long wave of Reb>CMmodel data and ECMWF data in winter is high

than the other seasons.

The RegCM model data of latent heat are overestimated about (33.7Wlm") compared to

ECMWF data in the Pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons. For sensible heat the RegCM

model data are underestimated about (l5Wlml
) in January-Apri] and overestimate about

(l9Wlm") in monsoon seasons compare to ECMWF data. For surface heat Budget over

Banglade,h it has been seen that RegCM model data are underestimated in pre-monsoon

season and overestimate in monsoon season due to the effeet of the variation of ,ensible

heat.

The value of all parameters of SI-IDfor both data are low in monsoon season and in

November"December the RegCM model data are similar to ECMWF data.
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In fig. 34, Over Bay of Bengal near coastal relo,'ionof Bangladesh the values of net short

wave, net long wave and sensible heat are high in Pre-monsoon (March-May) and low in

monsoon season due to cloud and precipitation, But lor latent heat the value is high in

monsoon season dne to huge evaporation. So, the effeel of latent heat is more on SHE.

The values of net short wave, net long wave and sensible heat of RegCM model data are

overestimated compares to ECM\VF data in monsoon season. For latent heat the RegCM

model data are similar<to ECMWF data in monsoon season and overestimate in Pre-

monsoon and monsoon season.

For RegCM model data and ECM\\'F data over Deep Ocean (he patterns in fig.35 for net

short wave, net long wave and sensible heal are same exeept for Iutent heat. Similar

events occur for Bay of Bengal near coast and Deep Ocean (Bay of Bengal) far from

Bangladesh coastal region. The value of all parameters of SHE of RegCM model data

and ECMWF Jata for Deep Ocean is small compare to the values for Bay of Bengal.
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radiation, Sensible heat flux and Latent heat flux over near East Coast ofTndia
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For RegCM model data in fig.36 the values of net short wave radiation (net solar energy),

net long wave radiation and Latent heat flux oyer West coast ofIndia are overestimate for

all months of the year 1995 compare to the ECMWF datu, But for sen~ib1cheat RegCM

model data shows underrate compare to the ECMWF data for all months except in

October. The variation of S!-illdepend, on the variant of Sensible heat.

Tn fig.37 for RegCM model data the values of net short wave radiation, net long wave

radiation and Sensible heat flux over ocean and ncar East Coast of India are overestimate

for monsoon season except for latent heat. The pattern of the values of net short wave

radiation and net long wave radiation for RegCM model data and ECM\VF data are

similar and the pattern of the values of sensible heat atld latent heal for RegCM model

data and ECMWF data are different.
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Fig. 38: Monthly variation ofnel short wave radiation (net solar energy), net long wave

radiation, Sensible heat filL" and Latent heat flux over Thar Desert of India
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As fig. 38 shows Over Thar Desert the values of net short wave and long wave for

RcgCM model data and ECMWF datu are about similar. The values ofne! short wave are

high in April-June about 250wl m2 and low in winter. The values of net long wave are

high in April, May and low in July and August. For RcgCM model data the values of

latent beat arc high in March, June and July and low in May and October about 10\\11 m2
.

For ECM\VF data the values of latent heat are high in July-September and Jow in winter.

For sensible heat the highest value is observed in May (133\\11 m2
) for RegCM model

data and in June (107WI m") for ECMWF data. The value of sensible heat is low for both

data in winter season.

About similar events are observed over Thar Desert and Mid-India according to the

figuw; 38 and 39.
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CHAPTER 7: SEN"SITIVlTY TEST

Surface Heat Budgct (SHB) for different schemcs data of RegCM Model and ECMWF re-

analysis data are taken for 1983 for analysis. The schcmes of Reb>{:Mmodel are (l)Grell

scheme with Arakawa-Schubert (GAS), (2) Grcll scheme with Fritch-Chappell (Gl'C)

assumptions. (3) Betts-Miller Scheme with Priteh-Chappell (BfC). (4) MIT_Emanuel scheme

with Fritch-Chappell (EPC) and (5) Kuo Scheme with Fritch-Chappell (KFC). These schemes

data of RegCM model are analyzed monthly to see the variation and which scheme data is

suitable for the said 7 selected areas and also for fixed thrce latitudes 12oN,20
0
N and 26~

along 70_94nElongitude variations for seasonally, July and December. The different schemes

data ofRegCM Model arc also compared to the value ofECMWF re-analysis data.

Por the selected area over Bangladesh the BFC, GAS, KFC atld EFC schemes data show

about similar 10ECM\VP data for all months except in March-June. Among these schemes

data EFC data arc more suitable than others. In March-June the BFC, GAS, KFC and EFC

schemes datn arc underestimate compare to ECMWF data. Among the 5 schemes data GFC

data arc most underestimate compare to ECMWF data,
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Regarding to (he fig. 40, for the selected area over Bay of Bengal beside Banglade&hcoast

BFC data are near (0 ECMWF data in June-October and underestimate in other months. The

remaining schemes data are "notsuitable for this region.

For the selected area over Deep Ocean far from the coast of Bangladesh coast EFC data are

near to ECM\Vf data in May-October and underestimate in other months. The remaining

schemes data are not suitable for this region.

For the selected area of West coast ofIndia all schemes data are underestimate for all monilis

except the KFC scheme data arc overestimate in monsoon (JLln-Sep) season compare to

ECMWF data. Therefore no schemes data are suitable for this region.

For the selected area of Near East coast of India KFC data are near to ECM\\lF data from

July to September and underestimate in other months. Other schemes data arc suitable for tilis

region. The pattern of EFC data is similar but underestimates for all months compare to

ECMWf data.

For the selected area of Thar Desert in India the schemes EFC and GAS data are wcll than

the othcr schemes evaluate to ECMWF data for all months. The GAS data are fluctuated

slightly.

For the selected area ofMid~lndia all scheme, data are near to ECMWF data except EFC data

in July. Among these schemes BFC and GAS data are more accurate and slightly

underestimates in Pre-monsoon and overe,timate in monsoon season.
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It i5 obserycd that a lot of variations occur for diffcrcnt schemes data of RegCM Model

compare to ECMWF data along longitllde vanation~ at different latitudes during different

seasons and the months of July and December. The difference between all scheme~ data and

ECMWF data are high over ocean and lmy over land.

At nON latitude (as shown in fig. 41):

(a) During pre-monsoon season all 5ehemes data and ECMWF data are about same along 77-

80GE longitude and underrate along remaining longitude variation.

(b) In Monsoon sea,on and in July all schemes data and ECMWF data are close along 76-

79.80E longitude. The KfC data is similar to ECMWF data along 76_94°£ 10ngitLidc and

,lightly overrate along 70-75.9Dr:. The BFC and GAS data are near to ECMWF data along

85.8_94oE longitude and other schemes data are under estimate along 70_760E and 80_90°£

longitude ~ariation.

(c) For the period of post-monsoon season all schemes datu are underestimate along 70-77ETI

and 79.8-90~E compare to ECMWF data. All schemes data are comparable to ECMWI' datu

ulong 77.1-79.80E longimde variant.

(d) All schemes data are more underestimate in December than post-monsoon,

At 200N latitude (as shown in fig. 42):

The KFC scheme data remain same about 3W/m2 along 70_94°£ longitude variation.

(a) In pre-monsoon season all schemes duta and ECM\VF data are about same along 74.9-

85.3°E longitude over land and underrate along remaining longitude variation.

(b) For monsoon scason all schemes duta and ECMWF data are also about same along 74.9-

85.30E longihlde over land and underrate along remaining longitude variation except for BFC
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data. The BFC data are similar to ECMWF data along 92.4_94oElongitude. The pattern for

all data in monsoon season is about same in July.

(e) During post-monsoon season all sehemes data and ECMWF data are about equivalent

along 73.3_85.3°E longitude over land (except for OFC data which arc overestimate) and

underrate along remaining longimde variation (except for OFC .data which are

underestimate).

(d) In Deeember a1J sehemes data and ECMWF data are about close along 74.9-85.3
0
E

longitude except for GFC data. The GFC duta are overestimate along 74.9-85.3or: longitude

and underestimate along remaining longitude variation.

At 26°1\ latitude (as shown in fig. 43):

(a) During pre-monsoon seuson all schemes data show ,lightly underrate along 70_94
0
E

longitude variation over land compare to ECM\VF data.

(b) For the period of monsoon season all schemes datu are about to same along 73.3_940E and

underestimate along 70_72.70Elongitude compare to ECMWF data.

(c) In post-monsoon season all schemes data are overestimate along 73.3_940E longitude and

same along left over longitude variatio'n.

(d) In July the BFC data are well along 70-86.9~E longitude und underestimate remaining

longitude variation compare to ECMWF data. In December all schemes data are overestimate

along 70_94°£ longitude variation compare to ECM\\lF data.
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COXCLUSIONS

This analysis has been carried out to appraise the ability of RegCM model for simulation of

surface heat budget (SHE) by comparing the model results with ECMWF reanalysis data in

Sonth Asian regIon. The SHE maintains the Earth's constant average temperature and GAS

option of RegCM is able to simulate surface air temperature (only 2C cold bias). So, GAS

option is taken for SHB study in 1995-2000.

• In respect to the thesis work of Mizanur Rahman on simulation of rainfall over

Bangladesh by RegCM model, it was found that model overestimates in Prc"monsoon and

nnderestimates in Monsoon for the period of 1995-2000. Opposite condition has been

obsened for SHB. Hence. SHE and precipitation arc inversely related to each other and there

i, radiative impact on the development of convective system,

• It is found that over ocean the value of SHB is high during March-September and low

during J\.ovember-December. Over land the same condition is occurred except low in

magnitude us the heat capacity of land is low than water. Over desert urea and Mid-India the

GAS option calculated values are close to ECMWF data.

• At different latitudes variations of SHE along longitudes are high over ocean and Imv

over land during summer and opposite condition in winter because the input of solar energy

is more in summer than winter. The best resu.lt is found for both data at 26~ along 70~E -

940E (Oyer land) in monsoon season. The difference of SHB between RegCM und ECMWF

data are aJoomore over ocean than over land.

• For SlID (due to RegCM GAS option), the impact of the short wave radiation is more for

water surface and both short wave mdiation and sensible heat for land SLlrfaee.

• According to hourly variationof SHB for both data positive phasc has been observed at

12LST (local standard time) and negative phase at OOLSTand 18L5T. Both data have

maintained the dlUrnalvariation.
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